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ABSTRACT
The thesis tests the assumption that a building is not an isolated
occurrence, but is integral with the ongoing scene from which it
emerges. The design was developed with a constant sense of its
context, both built and sociological: people effect and are affected
by a building's existence. The building is a facility for the
enhancement of lives as they are lived, and of the city as its
fabric finds its way into and through its buildings. Far from
demarcating a sacred precinct, the building is more like a net
which undulates with the flow of the city and its life, but lets that
life pass through with only the remembrance of what has been
experienced.
Consistent with this philosophy, the thesis is presented in a story
format which views the building as continuous with the people,
context, and mores from which it emerges. The scene focuses on
Adams Morgan, specifically Columbia Road NW, its main street.
We see it through the eyes of of three characters whose lives
become entwined through the creation of a new school of popular
music there. The story of the characters, related in comics format,
tells of the genesis and realization of the Whynot School of Contempo
Music, an institution whose campus finally becomes the street.
In the telling we are reminded of the significance of pop iconography
and the sights, sounds, and feel of Rockitecture.
Thesis Supervisor: Bill Hubbard Jr.
Title: Assistant Professor of Architecture
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ew thi's Montftom C o o p M I T, I n c.
Street of Rock-N-Roll Dreams
A contemporary look at the age-old problem of building design... This month's exciting issue
features the handsome Derek Boggs, a.k.a. Dirt Bag, International Rock Star. Pursuing him
from a distance is the troubled D.J. Roger Whynot. Intrigue begins when Dagni Merrill steps in
with plans to design a new school of rockn'roll music in the neighborhood.
CoMIT N5289-D
isn"t That Spatial
The latest from Xerography Wizard Ken Radtkey...an exciting visual journey through the newest
hotspot in nationally televized Santa Barbara. See the quicksilvery new technologies... Feel the
metafigural spatiality in S.B.'s new Natatorium.
CoMit N5289-R
Building on the Edge of Reason
Drawings that rival Raphael's... Photos that make a mockery of ManRay's...this poetic chatauqua




Frenzied Harvard Square... a spooky-but-beautiful graveyard...find out how these elements
become entwined in a place of mystery, callipygianness, and contemporary music. A seies of




Troubled waters become calm seas...stormy lives start to mend in this tale of serenity, growth,
and what in this day and age might be called spirituality. This inspiring study explores how the
Zen of Making and the process of self-healing can become one.
CoMIT N4289-H
Point of Departure
Voluptuous Barcelona is the scene of this sylvan tale. Find out what's to become of the many dips
and swoops of this great city as 1992 approaches...with its double-edged promise of Olympics
and a World's Fair.
CoMIT N5289-A
And much, much more ~!
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